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Tangaroa Blue Foundation acknowledges 
the Traditional Custodians of the Lands and

Sea Country on which we live and work.
 

We pay our respects to their Elders, past,
present, and emerging, and acknowledge

their continuous relationship to this land and
the ongoing cultures of Aboriginal and Torres

Strait Islander peoples across Australia.
 

Through respectful relationships, we will work
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders to

achieve shared goals.
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Elizabeth Irwin
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A WORD FROM THE CHAIR

DIRECTOR AND CHAIR

released the first catchment scale marine debris monitoring
protocols in Australia
diverted over 30 tonnes of debris during 340 clean-up events
from the Great Barrier Reef in 2021 through ReefClean
celebrated the passing of the UN’s Global Plastics Treaty
resolution

Tangaroa Blue Foundation has had another impressive year and
continues to grow as an organisation. To share with you just
some of our team’s great achievements, we’ve:

The Australian Marine Debris Initiative (AMDI) Database
continues to be world-leading and has been a source of
inspiration for other initiatives. As of this year we now have over
20 million items recorded in the AMDI, a record everyone at
Tangaroa Blue can be proud of. 

Heidi Tait continues to drive our organisation expertly and with a
passion for the marine environment and the work of Tangaroa
Blue. She recently represented Tangaroa Blue at the 7th
International Marine Debris Conference in South Korea and the
NSW Litter Congress in Sydney. We’ve also recognised others in
the organisation, promoting Jodi Jones and Mathilde Gordon to
the roles of AMDI Database Manager and Major Project Manager.
We’ve welcomed Emily Larkin who has capably stepped into the
much-needed role of General Manager and taken the lead on
many important aspects of what keeps Tangaroa Blue running
including, HR and operations.

The Board of Directors welcomed Shoanne Labowitch and
initiated a Risk and Audit Committee this year, of which Shoanne
smoothly stepped into the Chair role. We are farewelling from
the Board: Hayley Rolfe, who as Treasurer has worked closely
with Fiona Brown, our excellent Finance Manager, to bring the
Board up to speed on our finances, and Sioux Campbell, a long-
standing board member and past Chair who has driven the
organisation’s strategic direction and kept us abreast of industry
best practices. Both will be missed from the Board meetings but,
we look forward to seeing them at Tangaroa Blue events and
keeping them involved in the organisation. I am also stepping
down from the Board as I head off on a year of full-time travel,
but look forward to keeping in touch and hearing about
Tangaroa Blue’s amazing work. Tangaroa Blue is here because of
each and every one of you: staff, volunteers, partners and
supporters, each one of you caring about the marine
environment and its future – thank you!
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Heidi Tait
CEO

Tangaroa Blue Foundation is dedicated to the removal and
prevention of marine debris: one of the major environmental
issues worldwide.

Through collaboration with an extensive network of local
communities, organisations, Indigenous rangers, industry and
government across Australia, we create change to protect the
environment by removing debris, recording data, working to
stop the flow and reducing the amount of waste produced.

This network of close to 3,000 partner organisations contributes
data to the Australian Marine Debris Initiative (AMDI) Database,
hosted by Tangaroa Blue Foundation. The Database has
extensive records dating from 2004 of marine debris across
Australia, providing evidence to inform decisions and actions to
monitor the impact of change.

In 2021 we celebrated 20,000,000 items logged within the AMDI
Database by our network.

The AMDI helps communities look after their coastal
environment by providing resources and support programs,
and collaborates with industry and government to create
change on a large scale.

Tangaroa Blue Foundation | 2021 - 2022 Annual Report

OUR STORY SO FAR

"If all we do is clean-up, 
that is all we’ll ever do."
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218,344

1,969

21,312,827

29,344 
Number of clean-ups

3,832

676,229

2,700+
Contributing partners

THE FACTS

Number of clean-up sites

Number of items removed

Number of tonnes removed

Number of volunteer hours

Number of volunteer occasions

Since 2004, citizen scientists and AMDI partners have
been hard at work cleaning our marine and estuarine
environments.
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Wunambal Gaambera Aboriginal Corporation Rangers assisting with a clean-
up at Butcher Bay Beach as part of the WA Beach Clean-up.
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20 MILLION ITEMS REMOVED
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In 2021, we celebrated 20 million items logged in the Australian
Marine Debris Initiative (AMDI) Database. That's 20 million pieces
of debris removed from beaches and waterways across Australia.

A piece of fishing line collected at Woodgate Beach in Queensland
by local volunteer, Marissa Greci, took out the dubious honour in
December 2021.

“Fishing line is one of the top 10 items we have to remove from our
oceans and waterways across the country, so it’s perhaps
unsurprising that it’s taken out this title,” said Jodi Jones, AMDI
Database Manager.

The AMDI Database has now recorded more than 700,000 items
of fishing litter, including more than 520,000 metres of
recreational fishing line. Marissa is one of 200,000 citizen scientists
that have entered data collected from over 4,000 locations. 

“With the support of local volunteers like Marissa, we are
monitoring hotspots around catchment areas to assess the
impact our targeted educational programs are having,” Jones
says. 

“Although Marissa has only been entering litter into the AMDI
Database for four weeks, it’s concerning to think she has already
removed more than 10 metres of fishing line that’s washed up at
her local beach.”

Marissa’s local beach at Woodgate is a popular tourist and fishing
destination, just 40 minutes south of Bundaberg in Queensland’s
South East. 

“I walk the beach every day and always collect litter. I grew up in
the area and it makes me happy knowing my efforts and the work
of all volunteers across the country is having an impact,” says
Marissa. 
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NEW MONITORING
METHODOLOGY IN AN
AUSTRALIAN FIRST

In an Australian-first for citizen scientists, the Australia Marine
Debris Initiative (AMDI) released new protocols for monitoring
litter and marine debris, offering a standardised, national
approach to collecting data on marine debris and plastic pollution.

Developed in collaboration with experts from University of New
South Wales, University of Tasmania, Southern Cross University,
Macquarie University and the Tangaroa Blue Foundation data
team, the robust scientific protocols will enable citizen scientists
to collect the vital data needed to inform source reduction plans
and prevention strategies. These prevention plans and strategies
will help address the impact of marine debris, which threatens not
only wildlife and maritime activities, but our environment, health,
culture and economy.

“Monitoring programs have traditionally been government-led
and undertaken by research entities, which can be expensive and
time consuming. Because of these limitations, there can be gaps
in data,” said Heidi Tait, CEO of Tangaroa Blue Foundation. 

The robust monitoring protocols allows citizen scientists to fill
these gaps. Standardised data collection methods are needed to
bring data together from across Australia in a transparent and
coherent way. This is where the AMDI monitoring methodologies
come in.

The most effective way to reduce marine debris is to stop litter at
the source. Jordan Gacutan from the University of New South
Wales said, “to really address the marine debris problem, we need
more robust data to better understand the movement and impact
of debris, not only along the coast, but also upstream in the
communities where many of the issues begin. The AMDI
monitoring protocols for litter and marine debris outlines the
standardised methods for collecting and recording data, allowing
citizen scientists to tailor monitoring activities to their chosen site.”

“By contributing this data on a continuous basis, you will be able
to understand at an itemised and quantifiable level the marine
debris signature of your area,” says Tait, “and start impactful
conversations with stakeholder groups to develop litter and
marine debris reduction strategies. The long-term data not only
supports the case to set prevention targets, but also to measure
success in reaching those targets.”
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TANGAROA BLUE
COMMITMENT TO THE
FUTURE OF AMDI

For more than 18 years, Tangaroa Blue Foundation has
coordinated the Australian Marine Debris Initiative (AMDI),
creating a national network for citizen scientists, organisations
and partners to collaborate on the removal and prevention of
marine debris from our ocean ecosystems.

The evidence provided by the AMDI network has influenced the
narrative and focus on marine debris within Australia, from a
marginal issue to its recognition as a national and international
threat that requires urgent action, as recognised by the passing of
the United Nations resolution to create a legally binding Plastics
Treaty by 2024. 

With 18 years of baseline data collated from across Australia, the
AMDI Database remains the largest single source of information
on marine debris in the southern hemisphere. The Database has
informed decision-making at all levels of the Australian
Government and continues to be a trusted source of independent
data and knowledge for decision-makers, researchers and local
communities.

The recent Australian Government investment of $1.75 million into
a new national marine debris database and encouragement of
citizen scientists to contribute to it, acknowledges the key role
that citizen scientists play as part of the solution and is the basis
for Tangaroa Blue's development of the AMDI almost two decades
ago.

Tangaroa Blue Foundation remains committed to developing and
expanding the AMDI, with continuing upgrades and investment.
The improved AMDI Database website, including IOS and Android
data collection apps, are planned for release by the end of 2022,
increasing engagement with the Database and the ease in which
citizen scientists can enter and access data.

The AMDI Database team will continue to provide independent,
custom datasets for all levels of government to assist in guiding
evidence-based policy, and to monitor the impact of source
reduction strategies.
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UNITED NATIONS PLASTICS
TREATY

In March 2022, the United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA)
reached a resolution to create an intergovernmental committee
to negotiate and finalise a global treaty on the plastics crisis by
2024. More than 100 countries attended the UNEA summit, either
in person or virtually in Nairobi, Kenya.

This treaty will put pressure on multinational companies and
industry, as it will take into account plastic production, design and
packaging. With plastics projected to double in output over the
next 20 years, this announcement is surely an unwelcome 'thorn
in the side' of big oil and chemical companies. 

There was also much discussion about post-consumer waste and
recycling, a desperately needed focus considering that 7 billion of
the estimated 9.2 billion tonnes of plastic produced between 1950
and 2017 is now waste, with 75% of that sitting in landfills or
aquatic environments.

Heidi Tait, CEO of Tangaroa Blue Foundation summed up the
UNEA5.2 outcome: “We are hopeful that the agreed mandate will
provide a transparent, coordinated and holistic framework to
address plastic pollution at the wide variety of sources from which
it currently leaks into our environment. It is critical that a global
plastics treaty is legally binding, but also that it tightly regulates
greenwashing and non-compliance, and scales from local
community levels through to national and international levels if it
is to truly have a chance to succeed at the scale at which it is
desperately needed.”

In July 2021, Tangaroa Blue Foundation was accredited to the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).

Since its inception in 1972, the UNEP has been the global authority
that sets the environmental agenda, promotes the coherent
implementation of the environmental dimension of sustainable
development within the UN's system, and serves as an
authoritative advocate for the global environment.

As an accredited member of the Programme, the voice and
mission of Tangaroa Blue and its community will be heard on an
international scale.

UNITED NATIONS
ACCREDITATION
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SEA MUSEUM

With the help of local communities, Traditional Custodians and
Indigenous groups, Tangaroa Blue Foundation has provided
marine debris collected from Australian beaches and waterways
to the Australian National Maritime Museum for many years. 

The museum presents a changing program of stimulating
exhibitions and events to share Australia’s maritime history and
connect the stories, objects, people and places that are part of our
country’s narrative. 

For their most recent school holiday activity, the Museum used
ghost nets and rope scraps collected from beaches in far north
Queensland to allow children to create rope and net octopus
sculptures.

At the Australian National Maritime Museum,
art making with ghost nets and marine debris is
used to engage young audiences with the
problem of marine debris, and to challenge
them to imagine creative and circular solutions
to our waste problems to ensure the future
health of our blue planet. We have loved
working with Tangaroa Blue in sourcing their
brilliantly sorted beach clean-up materials -
bottle caps, rope, thongs, net and more, to use in
educational conversations and creative
workshops onsite and offsite. 

Participants of all ages have been challenged,
captivated and inspired by the material
Tangaroa Blue has provided for us, initiating big
conversations around our personal and
collective responsibility to care for our oceans,
and enabling us to facilitate workshops with
more than 20,000 participants this year alone at
the Museum, at local and regional Science week
events and most recently alongside Bangarra
Dance Theatre's WARU, Journey of a Small
Turtle.

Annalice Creighton, Programs Coordinator for
the Australian National Maritime Museum.



Healthy Water Regional Report Cards outline the condition of
freshwater, estuarine, inshore and offshore marine ecosystems in
their region, and report regionally on social, cultural and economic
health and stewardship. For the first time ever, data from the
Australian Marine Debris Initiative (AMDI) Database and the
ReefClean program has been included in the annual Regional
Report Cards.

Regional report card partnerships are one of a number of activities
under the Reef 2050 Long-Term Sustainability Plan and are
funded by both the Australian and Queensland Governments.

They bring together government and local communities including
Traditional Custodians, industry, farmers and fishers, scientists,
tourism operators and conservation groups who have a shared
vision for healthy waterways in their region. Each partnership
produces an annual report card that outlines the condition of
waterways in their region.

Data provided by the AMDI and ReefClean program is vital in
guiding management decisions around actions to improve water
quality with regard to marine debris and litter all along the Great
Barrier Reef. On the report cards, you will find the areas that have
been cleaned as well as their respective site-specific scores, all
information provided by the AMDI network and ReefClean
monitoring activities.
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HEALTHY WATERWAYS
REPORT CARDS
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WA BEACH CLEAN-UP

Each October, dedicated individuals and community groups are
joined by Indigenous Land and Sea Rangers, workplaces,
businesses and government teams to come together to clean-up
beaches, estuaries and coastal areas right around the state for the
annual Western Australian Beach Clean-up (WABCU). Starting in
2005 with a focus on the southwest corner of Western Australia
(WA), the program has changed shape and now expands to cover
even the remote corners of WA.  

Interested parties register their own event and are sent a clean-up
pack. After the event, data is submitted to the Australian Marine
Debris Initiative (AMDI) Database, a national database
contributing toward the understanding, monitoring and
managing of marine debris in Australia. 

In its 17th year, over 90 teams representing organisations,
volunteer groups, community members and businesses joined in
the 2021 Western Australian Beach Clean-up. At 100 events
encompassing 214 kilometres, over 3 tonnes of debris was
removed by 1,439 volunteers over 3,800 hours. 

While fewer events were held in 2021 than in 2020 and 2019, more
volunteers contributed to the event and collected a larger weight
of debris over a greater distance, due to the efforts of our mighty
team in WA. The volunteer effort was unsurprisingly concentrated
in the most populous regions, the southwest and Swan River.

Christmas Island had the highest density of debris in 2021, while
the South Coast region had the lowest density. In regional and
remote areas, the debris was dominated by items from an offshore
source, such as the high levels of rope and net scraps found in the
South Rangelands region.

Plastic materials such as plastic bits and pieces, plastic food
packaging, and plastic film remnants dominated the top three
items list in all regions, with rope and cigarette butts found at high
levels in several regions as well.

A copy of the WA Beach Clean-Up Report 2021 is available on our
website.
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REEFCLEAN

Funded by the Australian Government’s Reef Trust, ReefClean is a
5-year project bringing together partner organisations,
community groups and individuals from along the length of the
Great Barrier Reef to not only remove marine debris, but also
prevent more debris impacting this iconic region. The Reef Trust is
the Australian Government’s flagship investment program to
support the delivery of the Reef 2050 Long-Term Sustainability
Plan – the Australian and Queensland Government’s long-term
framework for protecting and managing the Great Barrier Reef.

150,000 people
The ReefClean program has reached over 150,000
people motivated to make a difference.

866 events
The ReefClean program has delivered over 866
events with program partners and volunteers.

160 partners
The ReefClean program has brought together 160
different partner organisations, all dedicated to
improving the health of the Great Barrier Reef.

4393 hectares
The ReefClean program has facilitated clean-ups of
4393 hectares of Great Barrier Reef catchments.

73.8 tonnes
The ReefClean program has diverted 73.8 tonnes of
debris from the Great Barrier Reef.
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PARTNERSHIP WITH
GUNGGANDJI-
MANDINGALBAY YIDINJI
PEOPLES PRESCRIBED
BODY CORPORATE

Our strong partnership with the Gunggandji-Mandingalbay Yidinji
Peoples Prescribed Body Corporate continued throughout 2021
and 2022. 

The ReefClean team worked with the Gunggandji-Mandingalbay
Yidinji Rangers on source reduction projects, community clean-
ups and educational programs.

In June 2022, project coordinators Keegan and Kara-Mae sailed
the coast of far north Queensland with the Gunggandji-
Mandingalbay Yidinji Rangers, collecting marine debris from
island and coastal sites.

The voyage visited some rarely accessed parts of the Queensland
coastline, including Clarkey Beach Camp Ground, Clarkey Beach,
Pauls Pocket, High Island, Russel Beach and Normandy Island. The
crew collected over 250kg of debris in a short few days. 

Partnerships like this are an important aspect of the ReefClean
program. 

The ReefClean Project supported the GMYPPBC
Rangers to collect and monitor marine debris at one of
our popular community beaches. Our rangers worked
with the Tangaroa Blue team to install bins at Ganyjira
beach and regularly monitor the site post bin
installation. We are pleased to share that we have
recorded a significant improvement in recreational
waste and improved visual appearance at one of our
favourite community beaches.

When asked to reflect on this project, GMY Ranger
Frederick Lefoe shared that I am proud to be a ranger
and grateful for our partnership with ReefClean and
Tangaroa Blue, who have supported our team to look
after our country and protect our marine animals and
keep our oceans clean. We also developed a video with
our ranger team and shared it on our Facebook page to
encourage our community members to throw their
rubbish in the bin and leave only footprints behind.

Helen Tait, CEO of the Gunggandji-Mandingalbay Yidinji
Peoples Prescribed Body Corporate.

https://www.gmyppbc.com/
https://www.gmyppbc.com/
https://www.gmyppbc.com/
https://www.gmyppbc.com/
https://www.gmyppbc.com/


Djunbunji Rangers at the filming for the Ghost Net Initiative training videos.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR WORKING
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

Our source reduction plans "Litter Hero" and "Ditch The
Flick" have been a great success at the Queensland
Country Bank Stadium. In 2021, we saw a 71% reduction
in cigarette butt litter. Keeping these butts and other
litter out of the stormwater drains, keeps them out of
the Great Barrier Reef! We are excited to continue this
collaboration with QCBS into 2022.

QCBS LITTER HERO

Project Coordinators, Meg and Mathilde, were greeted
by crisp clear skies at Baku (Cape Kimberley) in the
Daintree National Park for the ReefClean quarterly
clean-up! Eight wonderful volunteers collected 74
kilograms of rubbish along 3 kilometres of beach just
north of the Daintree River. This site has been
monitored since 2010.

A DAY IN THE DAINTREE

2021 marked 10 years of our annual Chili Beach clean-up
on the Land and Sea Country of the Kuuku Ya'u People.
In that time our crew of dedicated volunteers have
removed over 37 tonnes of debris! This year's currents
brought in lots of tiny pieces of debris amongst
mountains of pumice, with a total of 2.6 tonnes
collected from this 6 kilometres of beach in the Kutini-
Payamu (Iron Range) National Park..

10 YEARS OF CHILI BEACH

There were 154 volunteers from 21 different
organisations who pitched in to collect 1669 kgs of
debris from coastal areas around Darwin Harbour
during the 2021 annual clean-up event. The items
collected from Larrakia Country included metal bottle
caps, glass, plastic food packaging, plastic drink bottles
and plastic lids. 21 rubber tyres alone were collected
from the Palmerston Boat Ramp, indicating potential
illegal dumping. 

DARWIN HARBOUR CLEAN-UP
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Let's Strain the Drains in Victoria continued throughout
2021 with each audit teaching us more and more about
where the different litter streams enter stormwater
systems. In early 2021, Senior Project Coordinator,
Mathilde, was joined by volunteers at the Port Phillip
EcoCentre to sort through some of the 163 bags of
stormwater drain litter samples. Their most interesting
find was 20 empty packets of dog food!

LET'S STRAIN THE DRAINS

With the support of the Morris Family Foundation, ten
volunteers joined Project Coordinators, Ian and Attie,
alongside Mapoon Land and Sea Rangers. The team
collected an incredible 549 bags of marine debris
weighing in at over 3.1 tonnes from Mapoon's Back
Beach in the Gulf of Carpentaria, traditional Land and
Sea Country of the Tjungundji People. A massive 65% of
those bags were audited and entered into the AMDI
Database.

MAPOON CLEAN-UP

WA Project Coordinator, Casey, has taken over long-
term monitoring sites in Augusta from now-retired
Tangaroa Blue Database Manager, Wally Smith. With
the support of local volunteer Boyd, they collected 35
kilograms in the month of June with the regular culprits
- recreational and commercial fishing gear, foreign
bottles and over 500 plastic remnants. 

FOUL BAY MONITORING

Volunteers from Tangaroa Blue and the Low Isles
Preservation Society were treated to picture-perfect
weather conditions at the ReefClean Woody Island
clean-up. The team spotted stingrays, eels and even
some black-tip reef sharks cruising the shallows. A total
of 160 kilograms was collected from this island which is
located 25km east of Port Douglas in Far North
Queensland.

WOODY ISLAND

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR WORKING
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

https://www.facebook.com/LIPSinPort/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVLL865vO00nfMWMrqHMneNIH-ICfl8zAE7b7I61HQwq0lwqn0oKeb_hKEMyRUmjeTvC9gpW-9XWOC9wcFHPnM-o-5ssjKCAKseWsB2golgviNewk0X-yemMlnNIXi6_M0&__tn__=kK-R
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Over the past ten years, Lady Elliot Island Eco Resort has
been a valued contributor to the Australian Marine
Debris Initiative (AMDI) Database, recently hitting an
amazing milestone in its efforts to help protect the
Great Barrier Reef. Guests and staff have removed over
20,000 items and 578 kg of marine debris from the
Island.

LADY ELLIOT ISLAND

In collaboration with Ocean Conservancy, a crew of 62
employees from American Express Sydney wasted no
time cleaning up alongside our team, removing a total
of 904 items weighing in at 71.6 kilograms. The
enthusiastic team cleaned up 5km of Brighton Le Sands
in Sydney. The day before, their Melbourne counterparts
also did a clean-up with CEO, Heidi, removing an
additional 24kgs.

CORPORATES CLEANING UP

Mangkalba (Cedar Bay) in Ngalba Bulal National Park,
traditional country of the Eastern Kuku Yalanji
Aboriginal People, is a remote and beautiful coastal
national park. Volunteers traveled in style onboard
Wavelength Reef Cruises to the remote area and helped
with the clean-up. There were 15 volunteers who
removed a huge total of 677.4 kilograms!

VOYAGE TO MANGKALBA

Tangaroa Blue hosted ‘Train the Trainer’ as part of the
Indigenous Ranger Coastal Clean-up Project. This
training was for Community Liaison Officers, Australian
Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment,
and Parks Australia in Cairns. Topics included marine
debris and ghost net removal techniques, AMDI data
collection, ghost net disposal methods and reporting.

GHOST NETS TRAINING

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR WORKING
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

https://www.facebook.com/americanexpressaustralia/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVrGjBoJ-CmgVRnmndZzhGqsi7hB7XrJ1ND3Z-TePO3KsISrd0tUtzvk0hd52G00FMkwPes_WfUeq-MzA6ZyUj7odOyQqBoR2x-VWsh66P0Uzk63tOpZVSbSDcasrjnBVE&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/Snorkelling?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUWy2KRS0n5mLkZDQXl_IyLPJHBMxlIQjgHodLGOcPtG5bgEYNCnnqEYZ52RdvcHExee1lqsldvDHfEr_3PrHmeSmPCvKGELKTR9LYCWN5Bd0nje7gfKGE4xfJdjPmh4Bs&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/daffgov?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVV178jeAjk1fdku0PXqB5hlAhxIITG1e6mfZ1duv_tqUi29iFsj_mCBNYdIPd3SLr3r5fPQfblnWiVAcaMZbbKXrE7DkzeFRSRQSruaPQ_G6Rd7Cq0AeKw8innJ2BoO34&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/parksaustralia?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVV178jeAjk1fdku0PXqB5hlAhxIITG1e6mfZ1duv_tqUi29iFsj_mCBNYdIPd3SLr3r5fPQfblnWiVAcaMZbbKXrE7DkzeFRSRQSruaPQ_G6Rd7Cq0AeKw8innJ2BoO34&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Our team had the pleasure of leading a beach clean-up
as part of the Indian Ocean Fest on Christmas Island.
The event showcases the latest innovations in eco-
friendly practices, marine science and ocean
conservation designed to inspire and provide practical
solutions of how to can help to protect the world's
oceans.  

INDIAN OCEAN FEST

Tangaroa Blue joined Parks Australia, and Queensland
Parks and Wildlife staff and volunteers, on a Coral Sea
Marine Park Island Health Voyage. 1.6 tonnes of marine
debris was collected from 20 cays and islets in the
southern and central regions of the Coral Sea Marine
Park, despite these sites being over 250 nautical miles
from mainland Australia.

CORAL SEA VOYAGE

Clean4Shore provides education to community groups
on removing litter and rubbish from the foreshores and
mangroves on the Central Coast of NSW. Since October
2012, Clean4Shore have submitted 653 clean-ups in the
AMDI Database removing over 1,194,375 items from sites
throughout the Central Coast of New South Wales.

CLEAN4SHORE

Tangaroa Blue joined the Four Wheel Drive Association
QLD for the annual K'Gari (Fraser Island) Clean-Up 2022.
There were 305 volunteers who covered 85 kilometres of
coastline, removing over 8 tonnes of marine debris.
Plastic bits and pieces (hard and solid) were the top
items found during this year's clean-up once again. The
crew also removed debris washed up from the February
2022 Brisbane floods. 

K'GARI 4WD CLEAN-UP

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR WORKING
ACROSS THE COUNTRY
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*a large proportion of employee costs are
ReefClean project related.

ReefClean 

Government Grants

Goods and Services 

Donations 

Other

Employee Costs*

Grants, Projects and Events

Administration and Operating  

Other

Audited accounts are on the Australian and 
Not-for-Profit register at https://www.acnc.gov.au/
charity/7480bdcd6f80f127a87a5c1fc145c48e

OPERATING EXPENSES 2021 / 2022 

$1,765,358.83

$1,525,737.49
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INCOME & EXPENSE BREAKDOWN

INCOME 2021 - 2022 

63%

18.1%
9.1%

9%

0.9%

59.1%
32.4%

7.6%

0.8%



Follow us on

www.tangaroablue.org

“YOU MAKE THE DIFFERENCE, 
TOGETHER WE MAKE THE CHANGE”


